
Turn OFF unused services

no service dhcp     
no ip bootp server
no ip domain-lookup
no ip http server
no ip http secure-server
no cdp run 
!
no ip source-route
no ipv6 source-route
!
interface Null0
 no ip unreachables
 no ipv6 unreachables
!

Peering Interface (connected to the IX SW) ~

interface <intf-id-IX>
 description Link to Lahore-IX
 ip address <100.128.0.10 255.255.255.0>
 no cdp enable
 no ip redirects
 no ip proxy-arp
 no ip directed-broadcast
 ipv6 address <2001:db8:0::10/64>
 ipv6 nd ra suppress all

General BGP configuration

router bgp <your-ASN>
 !no bgp enforce-first-as   !(will need this when you connect to a RS)
 bgp log-neighbor-changes
 bgp deterministic-med
 no bgp default ipv4-unicast

Peering Router (base template)



Define a peer group for IPv4 peers

neighbor IXPv4-PEERS peer-group

Define a peer group for IPv6 peers

neighbor IXPv6-PEERS peer-group

Add v6 neighbors to the IXPv6-PEERS  peer group

neighbor 2001:db8::20 remote-as <PEER1-ASN>
neighbor 2001:db8::20 peer-group IXPv6-PEERS
neighbor 2001:db8::20 description IPv6 ebgp peering with <PEER1>

neighbor 2001:db8::30 remote-as <PEER2-ASN>
neighbor 2001:db8::30 peer-group IXPv6-PEERS 
neighbor 2001:db8::30 description IPv6 ebgp peering with <PEER2>

Add v4 neighbors to the IXPv4-PEERS  peer group

neighbor 100.128.0.20 remote-as <PEER1-ASN>
neighbor 100.128.0.20 peer-group IXPv4-PEERS
neighbor 100.128.0.20 description ebgp peering with <PEER1>

neighbor 100.128.0.30 remote-as <PEER2-ASN>
neighbor 100.128.0.30 peer-group IXPv4-PEERS
neighbor 100.128.0.30 description ebgp peering with <PEER2>

IPv4 AFI:

Do not carry peering LAN prefix and remove private ASN from IX peers

address-family ipv4
 neighbor <iBGPv4-peers> next-hop-self
 neighbor IXPv4-PEERS remove-private-as

Apply outbound rules to the v4 peer group

neighbor IXPv4-PEERS prefix-list PEERv4-OUT out !(Outbound prefix filte
r - only you and your downstream prefixes)
neighbor IXPv4-PEERS route-map PEER-EXPORT out !(idea is match an as-pa
th ACL in addition to the prefix list; set a lower MED)

Define the outbound v4 prefix filter (only your's and your downstream addresses to be
advertised)



ip prefix-list PEERv4-OUT permit <your-prefix-1>/19 le 24
ip prefix-list PEERv4-OUT permit <your-prefix-2>/22 le 24
ip prefix-list PEERv4-OUT permit <your-down-1>/19 le 24
ip prefix-list PEERv4-OUT permit <your-down-2>/21 le 24
ip prefix-list PEERv4-OUT deny 0.0.0.0/0 le 32 ! (Only allow your a
ddress space and nothing else)

Define the AS-PATH filter (only you and your downstream)

ip as-path access-list 5 permit ^$  !(Only locally originated route
s)
ip as-path access-list 5 permit ^(_YourASN)*$ !(allows prepend)
ip as-path access-list 5 permit ^(_YourASN)*(_DownstreamASN)+$  !(o
riginated by your downstreams - allows prepending if they want)
ip as-path access-list 5 deny .* !(deny everything else)

Bind the as-path ACL to the PEER-EXPORT route policy (common for both v4 and v6
AFI)

route-map PEER-EXPORT permit 10
 match as-path 5
 set metric 10 !(lower metric for IX peers to prefer inbound traffic over the IX)
 !(there is an implicit deny after this)

Apply (individual) inbound rules for each v4 peer, including maximum prefix limit from each
peer:

neighbor 100.128.0.20 activate
neighbor 100.128.0.20 route-map <PEER1v4-IMPORT> in
neighbor 100.128.0.20 maximum-prefix <max-prefix-accepted> <%-threshold
> <restart/warning-only>

neighbor 100.128.0.30 activate
neighbor 100.128.0.30 route-map <PEER2v4-IMPORT> in
neighbor 100.128.0.30 maximum-prefix <max-prefix-limit> <%-threshold> <
restart/warning-only>

Define the inbound prefix-list for each v4 peer



ip prefix-list PEER1v4-IN permit <PEER1-prefix-1>/21 le 24
ip prefix-list PEER1v4-IN permit <PEER1-prefix-2>/22 le 24
ip prefix-list PEER1v4-IN permit <PEER1-down-1>/23 le 24
ip prefix-list PEER1v4-IN permit <PEER1-down-2>/23 le 24
ip prefix-list PEER1v4-IN deny 0.0.0.0/0 le 32
!
ip prefix-list PEER2v4-IN permit <PEER2-prefix-1>/19 le 24
ip prefix-list PEER2v4-IN permit <PEER2-prefix-2>/20 le 24
ip prefix-list PEER2v4-IN permit <PEER2-down-1>/21 le 24
ip prefix-list PEER2v4-IN permit <PEER2-down-2>/22 le 24
ip prefix-list PEER2v4-IN deny 0.0.0.0/0 le 32

Bind the prefix-list to the inbound route policy for each v4 peer

route-map <PEER1v4-IMPORT> permit 10
 match ip address prefix-list PEER1v4-IN
 set local-preference 500 !(higher preference for IXP learned routes ~ for outbound traffic)
 !(implicit deny after this)

route-map <PEER2v4-IMPORT> permit 10
 match ip address prefix-list PEER2v4-IN
 set local-preference 500 !(higher preference for IXP learned routes ~ for outbound traffic)
 !(implicit deny after this)

IPv6 AFI:

Do not carry peering LAN prefix and remove private ASN from IX peers

address-family ipv6
 neighbor <iBGPv6-peers> next-hop-self
 neighbor IXPv6-PEERS remove-private-as

Apply outbound rules to the v6 peer group

neighbor IXPv6-PEERS prefix-list PEERv6-OUT out !(Outbound prefix f
ilter - only you and your downstream prefixes)
neighbor IXPv6-PEERS route-map PEER-EXPORT out !(idea is match an a
s-path ACL in addition to the prefix list; set a lower MED)

Define the outbound v6 prefix filter (only your's and your downstream addresses to
be advertised)



ipv6 prefix-list PEERv6-OUT permit <your-v6prefix>/32 le 48
ipv6 prefix-list PEERv6-OUT permit <your-v6down>/32 le 48
ipv6 prefix-list PEERv6-OUT deny ::/0 le 128 ! (Only allow your
 v6 address space and nothing else)

Apply (individual) inbound rules for each v6 peer, including maximum prefix limit from
each peer:

neighbor 2001:db8::20 activate
neighbor 2001:db8::20 route-map <PEER1v6-IMPORT> in
neighbor 2001:db8::20 maximum-prefix <max-prefix-accepted> <%-thres
hold> <restart/warning-only>

neighbor 2001:db8::30 activate
neighbor 2001:db8::30 route-map <PEER2v6-IMPORT> in
neighbor 2001:db8::30 maximum-prefix <max-prefix-limit> <%-threshol
d> <restart/warning-only>

Define the inbound prefix-list for each v6 peer

ipv6 prefix-list PEER1v6-IN permit <PEER1-v6prefix-1>/32 le 48
ipv6 prefix-list PEER1v6-IN permit <PEER1-downv6-1>/32 le 48
ipv6 prefix-list PEER1v6-IN permit <PEER1-downv6-2>/32 le 48
ipv6 prefix-list PEER1v6-IN deny ::/0 le 128
!
ipv6 prefix-list PEER2v6-IN permit <PEER2-v6prefix-1>/32 le 48
ipv6 prefix-list PEER2v6-IN permit <PEER2-v6down-1>/32 le 48
ipv6 prefix-list PEER2v6-IN permit <PEER2-v6down-2>/32 le 48
ipv6 prefix-list PEER2v6-IN deny ::/0 le 128                    

Bind the prefix-list to the inbound route policy for each v6 peer

route-map <PEER1v6-IMPORT> permit 10
 match ipv6 address prefix-list PEER1v6-IN
 set local-preference 500 !(higher preference for IXP learned routes ~ for outbound traffic)
 !(implicit deny after this)

route-map <PEER2v6-IMPORT> permit 10
 match ipv6 address prefix-list PEER2v6-IN
 set local-preference 500 !(higher preference for IXP learned routes ~ for outbound traffic)
 !(implicit deny after this)


